Zak phase and topological protected edge state are usually studied in one-dimensional(1D) photonic systems with spatial inversion symmetry(SIS). Interestingly in this work, we find specific classes of 1D structure without SIS can be mapped to system with SIS and also exhibit novel topology, which manifest as phase cut lines(PCLs) in our specially designed synthetic photonic crystals(SPCs). Zak phase defined in SIS is extended to depict the topology of PCLs after redefinition and topological protected edge state is also achieved in our 1D structure without SIS. In our SPCs, the relationship between Chern numbers in two-dimension(2D) and the extended Zak phases of 1D PCLs is given, which are bound by the first type singularities. Higher Chern numbers and multi chiral edge states are achieved utilizing the concept of synthetic dimensions. The effective Hamiltonian is given, based on which we find that the band edges of each PCLs play a role analogous to the valley pseudospin and our SPC is actually a new type of valley photonic crystal which is usually studied in graphenelike honeycomb lattice. The chiral valley edge transport is also demonstrated. In higher dimension, the shift of the first type singularity in expanded parameter space will lead to the Weyl point topological transition which we proposed in our previous work. In this paper, we find a second type of singularities which manifests as a singular surface in our expanded parameter space. The shift of the singular surface will lead to the nodal line topological transition. Astonishingly, we find the states on the singular surface possess extremely high robust against certain randomness, based on which a topological wave filter is constructed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various novel topological phenomena addressed in the condensed matter physics [1] [2] [3] have been achieved in photonic systems, where different types of topological insulators have all found their counterparts [4] . In one dimension, the photonic systems with SIS have been found to be direct analogs to Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model(SSH). The topology of the 1D systems with SIS is characterized by the Zak phase [5] . The connection between the Zak phases and the surface impedance in PCs is revealed [6] . Topological protected edge states in 1D photonic system with SIS are constructed. The Zak phase of one isolated band is related to the singular point characterized by perfect transmission [6] [7] [8] . In two dimension, the PCs with Faraday-effect media serve as precise analogs to the quantum Hall effect systems, where chiral edge modes are extensively studied [9, 10] . Spin Hall effect and valley Hall effect can also be achieved in conventional honeycomb lattice [11, 12] . The topology index in two dimension is Chern number [13] . In three dimension, Weyl points have also been found in photonic system [14] [15] [16] .
On the other hand, the concept of synthetic system has attracted more and more interests, due to its ability of achieving novel physics in higher dimension and simplifying experimental designs [17] [18] [19] [20] . In two dimension, inspired by Aubry-Andr-Harper model(AAH) [21] , 2D topological band structure with nonzero Chern number has been realized in photonic AAH system and the topological radiative edge states exist in the gap characterized by nonzero reflection phase winding number [22] [23] [24] . In higher dimensions, the synthetic Weyl points and nodal lines are also constructed [17] [18] [19] . In our previous work [25] , utilizing a SPC we find that the high symmetric points where the system has SIS play a crucial role in determining the topology of different dimensions. The connection among the Zak phase of 1D systems with SIS, the Chern number in 2D and the topological phase transition with the Weyl points in higher-dimensional systems is revealed.
In this work, we find two classes of 1D structure without SIS can be mapped to certain 1D structure with SIS. Each class shares the same band structure, topology and similar wave function(E field) with their counterpart with SIS in our SPCs. They manifest as the PCLs with even and odd orders respectively in the reflection phase spectra. We propose that the Zak phase after redefinition can be extended to depict the topology of the PCLs where SIS is absent. The extended Zak phases of each PCLs are determined by the first type singularities which manifest as the vortex points in the reflection phase spectra. We state that the first type singularities can only exist and shift along their corresponding PCLs. Based on the transfer matrix, we deduce that the opposite winding number of reflection phase vortex gives the topological charge of the corresponding singularities, which bind the extended Zak phases of 1D PCLs and the Chern numbers in 2D synthetic parameter space together. An explicit expression for the relationship between the extended Zak phases and the Chern numbers is given, based on which we find that the nonzero order PCLs will lead to higher arXiv:1811.02531v1 [physics.optics] 6 Nov 2018
Chern numbers. Based on the bulk edge correspondence the multi chiral edge states are demonstrated, which is a direct analog to quantum Hall effect. Based on the perturbation theory, the effective Hamiltonian is given for each gap. We find that Berry curvature sharply centralizes at the band edge points of each PCLs, which play a role of the high symmetric points of parameter space in our SPCs and we refer to as valleys. The states at the valleys are precise analogs of the valley pseudospin and our SPC is a new type of valley photonic crystal which is usually studied in graphene-like honeycomb lattice [11, 12] . The chiral valley edge transport is guaranteed by the quantized projected valley Chern index. In higher dimension, we found in our previous work [25] the shift of the first type singularities in the expanded parameter space gives rise to the Weyl point topological transition. Here we find a second types of singularities which manifest as a singular line in the reflection phase spectra. When the singular line shifts from upper band to lower band, the corresponding gap will experience a nodal line topological transition and generate two pairs of new valleys with opposite Berry curvature. Chern numbers of the bands stay unchanged. We emphasize that the first type singularity is a singular point in the expanded parameter space, while the second type singularities form a singular surface in the expanded parameter space. In finite PCs, different from the trivial Bragg reflection induced perfect transmission, second type singularities exhibit extremely high robust against certain randomness, based on which we propose a topological wave filter. 
The plane wave normally incidents on it, whose forward and backward coefficients are denoted by E + and E − . The unit cell is marked by black dashed box.
We first consider a dielectric ACB-layered 1D PC as is shown in Fig. 1 .with the relative permittivity, relative permeability, refractive index, and width given by i , µ i , n i , and d i respectively with i = a, b. The width of the unit cell is
To introduce the synthetic dimension, we continuously move the layer A across layer B and C from right to left. The distance between the right boundary of layer A and left boundary of layer C is denoted by χ. When χ is between 0 and d b , the unit cell is AB 1 CB 2 and the width of left and right part of layer B are denoted by d b1 and d b2 respectively. When χ is between d b and d b + d c , the unit cell is AC 1 BC 2 and the width of left and right part of layer C are denoted by d c1 and d c2 respectively. When χ increases from 0 to d b + d c , the system will transport around a loop. Bloch vector K and χ construct a 2D closed parameter space in which Zak phase and related conclusions studied in SIS system [6] will be extended to the present case without SIS. Electric-field E x in the layer A is given by:
where E + and E − are the coefficients of forward and backward plane wave respectively and k a = wn a /c. The orgin is set to be the center of layer A. We define
with the reflection intensity and phase are denoted by r and φ respectively. We notice that there is a special class of 1D system: the phase cut lines(PCLs) along which reflection phases equal to either 0 or π in the band as is shown in Fig. 2 marked by white dashed lines. The existence of phase cut lines are given by:
where s ∈ Z and represents the order of PCLs.
where p ∈ Z and represents the order of PCLs. We find that the zero order PCLs are the conventional 1D PC with spatial inversion symmetry(SIS) with the unit cell ABCB and ACBC when χ is within [0,
respectively. Along the nonzero order PCLs, SIS is absent and the structure(χ) changes with the frequency, which we refer to as 1D PC with frequency dependent structure(PWFDS). For a certain point with frequency ω 0 on the PCL, its χ 0 can be calculated by Eq. (2) and (3). The Bloch vector K of the state(ω 0 , χ 0 ) can be calculated by the secular equation in Appendix A. In such a way the ω-K dispersion relation(band gap structure) along each PCL can be constructed. Next the geometry phase for each PCL can also be defined in a standard way. For the convenience of discussion, we focus on the PCLs characterized by Eq. (2) of which χ is from 0 to d b . Along the sth order PCL, geometry phase θ +s is expressed as:
is the periodic part of the wave function [5] . As for the 0th order pcl where d b1 = d b2 , the system has SIS of which geometry phase θ 0 refered to as the Zak phase and topological protected edge states have been studied extensively in the previous work. As for the non-zero order PCL, since the SIS is absent, neither θ −s nor θ +s is well defined. However we can define θ s(−s) Zak = (θ +s + θ −s )/2 for the PCLs of order +sth and −sth which is either π or 0. Necessary mathematic prove is given in Appendix C.
More interestingly, we find that the PCLs can be divided into two classes, even and odd order PCLs. All the even order PCLs have exactly the same ω-K dispersion relation(band gap structure), the same field inside layer A,C and the same extended Zak phases, which are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2 and 3 . So do the odd order PCLs. Astonishingly we find that although the SIS is absent for nonzero order PCLs, these two classes PCLs can all be mapped into SIS system and the conclusions drawn in the system with SIS [6] can be extended to depict PCLs without SIS after revision.
Firstly the extended Zak phase is entirely determined by the singularity at which the coefficients of forward and backward plane wave(E + and E − ) turn to zero simultaneously and the Bloch states experience π phase jump. The first type singularities manifest as a reflection phase vortex characterized by its zero reflection intensity as is shown in Fig. 2 . They can only exist and transport along certain PCLs. For the PCLs of even order, The first type singularities are determined by:
where
For the PCLs of odd order, the existence of the first type singularity is given by:
When there exist odd(even) numbers of singularities for a certain band, the extended Zak phase for the band will be π(0). For the system with SIS, Zak phase can be determined by the parity of the band edge state at the high symmetric points of Brillouin zone. However, the SIS is absent for the non zero order PCLs and the band edge states don't have certain parity. We find that the symmetry of the band edge state inside layer A determines the extended Zak phase for the non zero order PCLs. When the inside layer A of the two band edge states have the same(different) symmetry, the extended Zak phase will be 0(π) for the corresponding band. When the extended Zak phase equals to 0(π) relative to the center of layer A, it will be π(0) relative to the center of layer B, which are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2 and 3 . Actually we state that the band edge points of each PCL not only determine the 1D topology along each PCL but also play a decisive role in the topology of higher dimensions in our synthetic system, which we refer to as the high symmetric points of Brillouin zone and denote as P 0 ,P 1 and P −1 points etc according to the order of corresponding PCL. The topological protected edge state extensively studied in SIS system can also be constructed in our SIS absent system(non zero order PCLs). Along sth order PCL, the sign of the reflection phase inside mth gap is determined by:
where l is the number of band crossing points below the mth band gap, which is first proposed in the SIS system [6] . The existence of the edge state at the interface between two semi-infinite 1D PCs attached together is given by:
where φ L and φ R are the reflection phase of the PCs at left and right side respectively. Inspired by the Zak phase inversion relative to the center of layer A and B, we construct the edge state by attaching two semi-infinite 1D PWFDS together. The boundary of the PCs at the left side is set to be the center of layer A and The boundary of the PCs at the right side is set to be the center of layer B. According to the relation between the extended Zak phase and the sign of the reflection phase, the mismatch of the Zak phase at left and right side PCs will lead to the opposite sign of φ L and φ R in the gap with odd index. So the edge state at the interface is guaranteed in the corresponding gap along non zero order PCLs. In Fig. 4 , we make use of the +1(or−1) order PCL with χ within [0, d b ) as is shown in Fig. 2 , along which the reflection phase is shown in Fig. 4 In this section, we study the 2D system spanned by the Bloch vector K and the synthetic dimension χ. To characterise the topology of present 2D synthetic system, we introduce the Chern number in a standard way
is the periodic part of the wave function [13] .
Chern number of a certain band equals to the sum of the contour integral (dχA χ + dKA K )/(2πi) around all the first type singularities(reflection phase vortex) in this band, where u K is the periodic part of the E-field and E K (x) = u K (x) exp(iKx). We have deduced that the result of the contour integral around the phase vortex point equals to the opposite of the reflection phase winding number, which is deduced in Appendix D. The singularities give rise to not only non-zero extended Zak phase along different orders of PCLs, but also non-zero Chern number in our 2D synthetic system. In such a way, the singularities bind the 1D topology index(extended Zak phase) and the 2D topology index(Chern number) together in our 2D synthetic system. In conclusion, the relationship between the Chern numebr(C n ) of a certain band and the extend Zak phase can be expressed as:
where n and l denote the nth band and order lth PCL respectively. When the winding number of the singularities are −2π and 2π, the s nl for the corresponding PCL are +1 and -1 respectively.
Analogue to the quantum Hall systems, the"bulk-edge correspondence" theory still works in our 2D synthetic systems that the number of the chiral edge states in a certain gap equals to the sum of Chern number of all bands below the corresponding gap. Such chiral edge states characterized by its unidirectional propagation can also find its counterpart in our 2D synthetic system. Due to the singularities of higher order PCLs, Higher Chern number of the band and multi edge states in the gap are achieved in our present system. As is shown in Fig. 2(a) , the nonzero extended Zak phases along PCLs are indicated. We can see that the Chern numbers of upper and lower bands are −1 and 4 respectively. The existence of the edge state is also given by Eq. (7). For the convenience of discussion, we assume our semiinfinite PC is attached to a perfect metal slab. Then the chiral edge states in the gap manifest as the π reflection phase line which traverse the gap and connect the adjacent high symmetric points as is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Actually, we can see that the winding number of the middle gap is four, no matter what reflecting substrate is, four chiral edge states can always be guaranteed according to Eq. (7) in the gap. Our result can be confirmed by the measuring method of Chern number proposed in [23] . We notice that band inversion appears at the adjacent high symmetric points P 0 and P 1 . The field inside layer A are symmetric and antisymmetric for the higher and lower frequency state at P 0 point, while at P 1 and P −1 points the field inside layer A are antisymmetric and symmetric for the higher and lower frequency state. Such a symmetry switching process is the sufficient and necessary condition for constructing a topological nontrivial gap characterised by the existence of chiral edge state and bands with nonzero Chern numbers in our present system which we will discuss in detail.
C. Valley Hall Effect and Valley Chiral Edge State.
More interestingly, when the switching process is absent and the band has zero Chern number, novel topology still exists in our synthetic system. We will demonstrate that our synthetic system can serve as an valley photonic crystals as an analog of gapped valleytronic materials such as bilayer graphene. The states at the high symmetric points(band edge points of PCLs) serve as a direct analogue to the valley pseudospin which has found to be a new degree of freedom for electrons [26] . We have derived the effective Hamiltonian based on the perturbation theory proposed in our previous work [25] to demonstrate the topology of different valleys. To derive the effective Hamiltonian, we treat the layer C as a perturbation layer and the deviation of c from b as a small number∆ . For the original unperturbed 1D AB-layered PC, we assume n a d a = n b d bc , so the 2nth gap will closed at K = 0 and 
We take the degenerated states with certain parity relative to the center of layer A as our basis. The normalized symmetric state denoted by S-state:
The normalized antisymmetric state denoted by Astate: 
and
2 are the normalized coefficients.
Followed the standard K · P method, the Hamiltonian can be derived as:
where σ 0 is the identity matrix and σ is the Pauli matrix, while α and the vector β K,χ are defined as the coefficients of them:
2 b , and
Next we will derive the effective Hamiltonian to demonstrate the topology of different valleys. We take the fourth gap as an example with 
where 
The Hamiltonian Eq. (15) and (16) indicate a nontrivial valley-dependent Berry curvature which has a distribution sharply centered at the valleys. More interestingly, we notice that the sign of v χ (the coefficient of σ x ) is opposite at the adjacent valleys. So if the sign of M (the coefficient of σ z ) is unchanged at the adjacent valleys, the Berry curvature will be opposite at the adjacent valleys and the corresponding gap will contribute 0 to the Chern number of the upper and lower bands. In such a way we propose that the sufficient and necessary condition to introduce non zero Chern number is the existence of symmetry switching process at the adjacent valleys. In summary, when d c < 0.3629d bc , the symmetry switching process exists at the adjacent valleys P 0 and P 1 , the Chern number of the lower band is 2 and the fourth gap is topological nontrivial with two chiral edge states as is shown in Fig. 5(c) , which can be seen as a direct analogue to quantum Hall effect. In this case, the sign of the Berry curvature at valley P 0 and P 1 are the same. when d c > 0.3629d bc , although the symmetry switching process is absent and the total Chern number of the lower band is 0, topology of the fourth gap can be characterised by valley Chern index. In this case, the sign of the Berry curvature at valley P 0 and P 1 are opposite, which give rise to the valley Chern index C P 0(P 1) that takes the value of ∓1/2. The adjacent valleys with opposite Berry curvature are direct analogs to the pseudospin-up and pseudospin-down in the valley Hall effect system [11] . The chirality of the certain valley can be characterised by measuring the reflection phase's winding number of the singularity at the corresponding PCL. For example, the winding number of the singularity is 1 at the 0th order PCl, which give rise to the valley Chern index C P 0 = −1/2 for the valley P 0 . the winding number of the singularity is −1 at the 1th order PCl, which give rise to the valley Chern index C P 1 = 1/2 for the valley P 1 . When passing through a topological transition point, the singularity transport from the lower band to the upper band along a phase cute line and the valley Chern index of the certain valley is inverted at the same time.
The valley edge transport can also be achieved in our present system by attaching two 1D PCs denoted by PC1 and PC2. We set n a = 2n b and n c = 1.01n b . As discussed above, when d a = 0.5d bc , d c = 0.3629d bc and d b = 0.6371d bc , the gap will be closed and turn into a dirac point. In the Fig. 6 , we set d c = 0.32d bc and d c = 0.4d bc for PC1 and PC2 respectively. At the same time, we also tune d b in such a way as to keep n a d a + n b d b + n c d c unchanged so that the frequency of the mid-gap is maintained. The valley Chern index of PC1 and PC2 is opposite because of passing through a topological transition point. We construct a interface between PC1 and PC2. At the coordinate origin of the projected dispersion Fig. 6(c) , the χ of PC1 and PC2 are set to be χ 1 = 0.84d bc and χ 2 = 0.8d bc (the position of their valley) respectively so as to project the valley P 0 of PC1 onto the corresponding valley of PC2 and δχ = χ 1 − 0.84d bc = χ 2 − 0.8d bc . The difference in the valley projected topological charges is quantized across the interface ∆C P 0 = C 1 P 0 − C 2 P 0 = 1, where C 1 P 0 and C 2 P 0 are the P 0 valley Chern index of the PC1 and PC2 respectively, which guarantees the existence of a chiral edge state for this valley, as is shown in Fig. 6(c) , which is a direct analog to the valley quantum Hall effect. 
D. Two Different Types Singularities Induced Weyl Points and Nodal Lines in Higher Dimensions
In this section, we introduce d c (the width of layer C) as a new variable as we did in our previous work [25] . we find that the gap will be closed when dc satisfies (N
When δd is tuned from positive to negative, one singularity with reflection phase winding number 2π moves from lower band to upper band along the 0th order PCL and at the topological transition point the band degenerate point is actually a Weyl point characterised by the standard Weyl Hamiltonian in the expanded parameter space{χ, K, d c }, which serves as the the instantaneous jumping channel of the singularity between two bands. The charge of this Weyl point is one according to standard definition [14] . Such a Weyl point indicates the existence of other Weyl points with the same topological charge in all valleys with even order since band structure and topology are identical along the PCLs of even order.
There is an another type of singularity. The second type singularities manifest as a singular line in the reflection phase spectra at the frequency ω determined by sin n b d b ω /c = 0 and sin n c d c ω /c = 0. We notice that the frequency of the second type singularity(singular line) is entirely determined by the optical path ratio of layer B and layer C(n b d b /n c d c ) and independent of χ and n a d a . For all the states at the singular line, reflection phase experiences π phase jump and reflection intensity reaches 1. As is shown in Fig. 7 , the frequency of the degenerate line is ω = 2πc/n b d b . We continuously tune n a d a from 3.9n b d b to 4.1n b d b , the singular line moves from lower band to upper band. At the critical point n a d a = 4n b d b , the singular line reaches the frequency of the mid-gap and the gap turns into a degenerate line marked by the white dashed line. The movement of the singular line in the expanded parameter space serves as the direct origin of the nodal line band structure in higher dimension for our synthetic system. The most general condition of nodal lines in our model is that: We assume that the optical path ratio of layers satisfies
where l, m, n ∈ N + . Then the l + m + nth gap will turn into a nodal line at the frequency w l+m+n = (l + m + n)πc/(n a d a + n b d b + n c d c ). See our Appendix E. We state that the second type singularities do not contribute to the Chern number of the band. When a singular line passing through a certain gap, the winding number of the gap and topology of the adjacent bands stay unchanged. According to Eq. 
E. Extremely High Robust Singular Surface and Topological Wave Filter
We find that the second type singularities exhibit extremely high robust against randomness. We first assume that our 1D synthetic PC consists of 80 cells. As is shown in Fig. 8 ., the reflection intensity exhibits a sequence of zero points which arises from the Bragg reflections at the Bloch vector K satisfying N KD = mπ where m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 and N is the number of cells. Aside from these trivial zero point additional zero point refers to our second type singularity appearing at the frequency ω = 2πc/(n b d b ). Next we assume the χ of each cell is randomly distributed between [0, 1) as is shown in Fig. 8(b) , we find that the frequency of our second type singularity stays unchanged and exhibits extremely high robust against randomness of χ while the trivial zero points caused by Bragg reflection are all annihilated by the randomness. We also investigate the influence of d a randomness. We assume d a of each cell has a disorder strength of 0.4, which is expressed as d a = 0.5(1 + 0.4w)d bc where w is a random number between −0.5 and 0.5. The robust against d a randomness is also confirmed for our second type singularity with its frequency unchanged as is shown in Fig. 8 . Actually in the parameter space {n a d a , K, χ}, our second type singularity actually is a singular surface with its frequency independent of χ and n a d a . The high robust are shared by the point of the singular surface.
Next we will construct a topological wave filter by making use of our high robust second type singularity. To demonstrate our idea, we continuously tune d a from 0.42d bc to 0.66d bc . The reflection intensity of semiinfinite 1D PC is shown in Fig. 9 . We notice that the topological transition occurs at the gap marked by cyan strip which is closed at d a = 0.54d bc and reopened. The mid gap frequency passes through the frequency of the singularity marked by the red dashed line which stays unchanged in the whole process. We assume that a finite ABCB layered 1D PC consists of 80 cells with d a gradually varying from 0.42d bc to 0.66d bc . The moving gap erases all the frequency except for the robust second type singularity. The reflection intensity of our topological wave filter as is shown in Fig. 9 (c) exhibits a sharp peak at the frequency of singularity.
In summary, we find new classes of 1D structure(PCLs) without SIS can be mapped to system with SIS, whose topology can be depicted by the redefined Zak phase. The topological protected edge states are also constructed in such SIS-absent 1D structure. The extended Zak phase is determined by the first type singularity. The relationship between the topological charge of the first type singularity in the 2D expanded parameter space and the winding number of the reflection phase vortex is revealed, based on which the extended Zak phase and the Chern number are related. Based on the effective Hamiltonian, we reveal that our SPC serves as a new type of valley PC which is extensively studied in honeycomb lattice. Band edge points of PCLs play a role analogous to the valley pseudospin. Multi chiral edge states and chiral edge transport are demonstrated. In expanded higher dimension, the first type singularity manifests as a singular point, which serves as the origin of Weyl point band structure. A second type singularity is found, which manifests as a singular surface in the expanded parameter space. Passing through a nodal line topological transition, new valleys will be generated(annihilated) but the Chern numbers of each band stay unchanged. The extremely high robust of the second type singularity is shown, based on which we propose a topological wave filter.
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The dispersion relation is give by:
is a pure imaginary number. Since exp(iKD) − T 11 is also a pure imaginary number, k b (d b1 − d b2 ) = nπ, n ∈ Z gives the existence of phase cut lines of order n, along which the reflection phase φ is either 0 or π. The starting frequency ω n of PCLs with order n is given by ω n = nπc/n b d b .
The PCLs of even order is given by:
Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (28) and (20), we can find that all the even order PCLs have exactly the same dispersion relationship(band-gap structure) and same field inside layer A. By switching d a and d c , we can see that the field inside layer C is also the same along all the even order PCLs. At the band edge point of each PCLs, the field inside layer A and C are either symmetric or antisymmetric, or we can state equivalently that the amplitude of the wave function at the center of layer A and C is either zero or maximum.
APPENDIX C: FIRST TYPE SINGULARITIES AND EXTENDED ZAK PHASE
The condition of singular point at which E + = 0 and E − = 0 simultaneously is given by E + = T 12 exp(ik a d a ) = 0 and they all exits in the band branch with positive group velocity ∂ω/∂K ≥ 0 under the gauge defined in this Appendix. At the band branch with positive group velocity since |E + | ≥ |E − |, E + = T 12 exp(ik a d a ) = 0 will lead to E − = 0 at the same time. As for a certain singular point located at ω and K, we emphasize that for the state with same frequency and opposite Bloch vector{ω,−K}, E + = 0 but E − = 0 which does not act as a singular point.
For the PCLs of even order, T 12 = 0 gives:
Eq. (30) gives the frequency of the first type singular point for all the even order PCLs. Obviously when there exists odd(even) numbers of singular points for a certain band, the symmetry of the field inside layer A at the upper and lower band edge of the even order PCLs will be opposite(same).
For there exists an extra symmetry (χ, −x) = (d b − χ, x), we find:
where n and K denote the order of PCLs and Bloch vector respectively. So we have:
where u n (K, x) is the periodic part of Bloch wave
The Berry connection at the K along the PCLs of order n is defined as:
The Zak phase can be expressed as φ [5] . Aside from the singularities, φ +n and φ −n cancel each out according to Eq. (33). So only the singularities contribute to the result of φ +n +φ −n . When there are even(odd) number singularities along PCLs of order n, the extended Zak phase defined in our paper φ n Zak = (φ +n + φ −n )/2 gives 0(π). Obviously, all the PCLs of even order have the same extended Zak phase, so do the PCLs of odd order. In conclusion, we state that the conclusions drawn in the system with SIS [6] can be naturally extended to present 1D system with PWFDS without SIS(along the non-zero order PCLs) after redefinition of the Zak phase.
For the PCLs of odd order, the existence of the first type singularities is given by:
Similar conclusion can be drawn for the odd order PCLs.
APPENDIX D: THE CHARGE OF THE FIRST TYPE SINGULARITIES IN 2D PARAMETER SPACE
To show the topology of the singularities in the 2D parameter space, we expand the E − = exp(iKD) − T 11
and E + = T 12 exp(ik a d a ) around the singularity(K 0 , χ 0 ) with respect to {δK, δχ}. As for a function f = u(ω, K, χ) 
The dispersion relation is determined by F (ω, K, χ) = Re[T 11 ] − cos KD = 0, so ∂ω/∂K, ∂ω/∂χ can be calculated by:
We find:
T 12 exp(ik a d a )∝ exp(ik a d a )(Aδχ + Biδω) (40)
where A, B are real number. The topological charge of the singularity is defined by the Berry phase around it (dχA χ + dKA K )/(2πi) [13] which can be calculated by the winding number of the argument of u(ω, K, χ) around it. Since u(ω, K, χ) can be express as a linear combination of exp(iKD) − T 11 and T 12 exp(ik a d a ) and the singularity is located at the band branch with positive group velocity(∂ω/∂K ≥ 0) under our gauge, the winding number of the argument of u(ω, K, χ) equals to the winding number of the argument of T 12 exp(ik a d a ) around the singularity. According to Eq. (22) , the winding number of the argument of T 12 exp(ik a d a ) equals to the opposite of the reflection phase winding number in the reflection phase spectra. In conclusion, the first type singular points manifest as reflection phase vortex in the reflection phase spectra, whose topological charge equals to the opposite of the reflection phase winding number in the reflection phase spectra.
APPENDIX E: THE SECOND TYPE SINGULARITY AND TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITION WITH NODAL LINES
The condition for the second type singularity is given by: 
